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Mapping'Sentences'to'Meaning

   Texas borders Kansas.

 next-to(TEX,KAN)



Mapping'Sentences'to'Meaning

   Texas borders Kansas.

 next-to(TEX,KAN)
   What states border Texas?

     λx.state(x) ∧ next-to(x,TEX)



Mapping'Sentences'to'Meaning

Machine'Learning'Problem
''Given:'''Many'input,'output'pairs
''Learn:''''A'func=on!that'maps'sentences'to'lambda?
'''''''''''''''''''calculus'expressions

   Texas borders Kansas.

 next-to(TEX,KAN)
   What states border Texas?

     λx.state(x) ∧ next-to(x,TEX)



More'Examples

!!'Input: What is the largest state?
Output: argmax(λx.state(x), λy.size(y))

'''Input: What states border the largest state?
Output: λz.state(z) ∧ borders(z,
    argmax(λx.state(x), λy.size(y)))

!!!Input: What states border states that border 
          states ... that border Texas?

Output: λx.state(x)∧ ∃y.state(y) ∧ ∃z.state(z)∧ ...     
          ∧ borders(x,y)∧ borders(y,z)∧ borders(z,texas)
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'Probabilis=c'CCGs
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Lexicon: Parameters:

Probability'distribu=on:''sentence x,  parse y,!logical'form z

• Log?linear'model:

• Parsing:
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Figure 1: Two examples of CCG parses with different logical form representations.

defined as:

P (y, z|x; �,�) = e�·⇥(x,y,z)�
(y�,z�) e

�·⇥(x,y�,z�) (1)

Section 7 defines the features used in the experi-
ments, which include, for example, lexical features
that indicate when specific lexical items in � are
used in the parse y. For parsing and parameter es-
timation, we use standard algorithms (Clark & Cur-
ran, 2007), as described below.

The parsing, or inference, problem is to find the
most likely logical form z given a sentence x, as-
suming the parameters � and lexicon � are known:

f(x) = argmax
z

p(z|x; �,�) (2)

where the probability of the logical form is found by
summing over all parses that produce it:

p(z|x; �,�) =
⇥

y

p(y, z|x; �,�) (3)

In this approach the distribution over parse trees y
is modeled as a hidden variable. The sum over
parses in Eq. 3 can be calculated efficiently using
the inside-outside algorithm with a CKY-style pars-
ing algorithm.

To estimate the parameters themselves, we
use stochastic gradient updates (LeCun et al.,
1998). Given a set of n sentence-meaning pairs
{(xi, zi) : i = 1...n}, we update the parameters � it-
eratively, for each example i, by following the local
gradient of the conditional log-likelihood objective
Oi = logP (zi|xi; �,�). The local gradient of the
individual parameter �j associated with feature ⇤j

and training instance (xi, zi) is given by:

⌅Oi

⌅�j
= Ep(y|xi,zi;�,�)[⇤j(xi, y, zi)]

�Ep(y,z|xi;�,�)[⇤j(xi, y, z)]

(4)

As with Eq. 3, all of the expectations in Eq. 4 are
calculated through the use of the inside-outside al-
gorithm on a pruned parse chart. In the experiments,
each chart cell was pruned to the top 200 entries.

4 Splitting Lexical Items

Before presenting a complete learning algorithm, we
first describe how to use higher-order unification to
define a procedure for splitting CCG lexical entries.
This splitting process is used to expand the lexicon
during learning. We seed the lexical induction with
a multi-word lexical item xi⇥S :zi for each training
example (xi, zi), consisting of the entire sentence xi
and its associated meaning representation zi. For ex-
ample, one initial lexical item might be:

New York borders Vermont ⇥S:next to(ny, vt) (5)

Although these initial, sentential lexical items
can parse the training data, they will not generalize
well to unseen data. To learn effectively, we will
need to split overly specific entries of this type into
pairs of new, smaller, entries that generalize better.
For example, one possible split of the lexical entry
given in (5) would be the pair:

New York borders ⇥ S/NP : ⇥x.next to(ny, x),
Vermont ⇥NP : vt

where we broke the original logical expression into
two new ones ⇥x.next to(ny, x) and vt, and paired
them with syntactic categories that allow the new
lexical entries to be recombined to produce the orig-
inal analysis. The next three subsections define the
set of possible splits for any given lexical item. The
process is driven by solving a higher-order unifica-
tion problem that defines all of the ways of splitting
the logical expression into two parts, as described in
Section 4.1. Section 4.2 describes how to construct
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      List flights to Singapore.
      λx.flight(x) ∧ to(x,SIN)

Training Examples:
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A'Mul=lingual'Learning'Algorithm

Key'challenge:'learn'from'data'with'different'natural'
languages'and'meaning'representa=ons

English,'logical?form:
  

                 NL:  what states border texas 
 MR: λx.state(x)∧ next_to(x,tex)

Turkish,'func=onal'query'language:
 NL:  texas a siniri olan eyaletler nelerdir
 MR: answer(state(next_to_2(stateid  tex)))

[Kwiatkowski'2010,2011]
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Example'Learned'Lexical'Entries

calculus, variable-free) meaning representations is:
(1.21,1.08) for Turkish, (1.34,1.19) for English,
(1.43,1.25) for Spanish and (1.63,1.42) for Japanese.
For both meaning representations the model learns
significantly more multiword lexical items for the
somewhat analytic Japanese than the agglutinative
Turkish. There are also variations in the average
number of learned lexical items in the best parses
during the final pass of training: 192 for Japanese,
206 for Spanish, 188 for English and 295 for Turk-
ish. As compared to the other languages, the mor-
pologically rich Turkish requires significantly more
lexical variation to explain the data.

Finally, there are a number of cases where the
UBL algorithm could be improved in future work.
In cases where there are multiple allowable word or-
ders, the UBL algorithm must learn individual en-
tries for each possibility. For example, the following
two categories are often learned with high weight for
the Japanese word “chiisai”:

NP/(S|NP )\(NP |NP ):�f�g.argmin(x, g(x), f(x))

NP |(S|NP )/(NP |NP ):�f�g.argmin(x, g(x), f(x))

and are treated as distinct entries in the lexicon. Sim-
ilarly, the approach presented here does not model
morphology, and must repeatedly learn the correct
categories for the Turkish words “nehri,” “nehir,”
“nehirler,” and “nehirlerin”, all of which correspond
to the logical form �x.river(x).

9 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented a method for inducing
probabilistic CCGs from sentences paired with log-
ical forms. The approach uses higher-order unifi-
cation to define the space of possible grammars in
a language- and representation-independent manner,
paired with an algorithm that learns a probabilistic
parsing model. We evaluated the approach on four
languages with two meaning representations each,
achieving high accuracy across all scenarios.

For future work, we are interested in exploring
the generality of the approach while extending it to
new understanding problems. One potential limi-
tation is in the constraints we introduced to ensure
the tractability of the higher-order unification proce-
dure. These restrictions will not allow the approach
to induce lexical items that would be used with,

English
population of ⇥ NP/NP : �x.population(x)

smallest ⇥ NP/(S|NP ) : �f.arg min(y, f(y), size(y))

what ⇥ S|NP/(S|NP ) : �f�x.f(x)

border ⇥ S|NP/NP : �x�y.next to(y, x)

state ⇥ S|NP : �x.state(x)

most ⇥ NP/(S|NP )\(S|NP )\(S|NP |NP ) :

�f�g�h�x.argmax(y, g(y), count(z, f(z, y) � h(z)))

Japanese
no ⇥ NP |NP/(NP |NP ) : �f�x.f(x)

shuu ⇥ S|NP : �x.state(x)

nan desu ka ⇥ S\NP\(NP |NP ) : �f�x.f(x)

wa ⇥ NP |NP\(NP |NP ) : �f�x.f(x)

ikutsu ⇥ NP |(S|NP )\(S|NP |(S|NP )) :

�f�g.count(x, f(g(x)))

chiiki ⇥ NP\NP :�x.area(x)

Turkish
nedir ⇥ S\NP\(NP |NP ) : �f�x.f(x)

sehir ⇥ S|NP : �x.city(x)

nufus yogunlugu ⇥ NP |NP : �x.density(x)

siniri⇥ S|NP/NP : �x�y.next to(y, x)

kac tane ⇥ S\NP/(S|NP |NP )\(S|NP ) :

�f�g�x.count(y, f(y) � g(y, x))

ya siniri ⇥ S|NP\NP : �x�y.next to(y, x)

Spanish
en ⇥ S|NP/NP : �x�y.loc(y, x)

que es la ⇥ S/NP/(NP |NP ): �f�x.f(x)

pequena ⇥ NP\(S|NP )\(NP |NP ) :

�g�f.arg min(y, f(y), g(y))

estado ⇥ S|NP : �x.state(x)

mas ⇥ S\(S|NP )/(S|NP )\(NP |NP |(S|NP )) :

�f�g�h.argmax(x, h(x), f(g, x))

mayores ⇥S|NP\(S|NP ) :�f�x.f(x) �major(x)

Table 4: Example learned lexical items for each language
on the Geo250 lambda-calculus data sets.

among other things, many of the type-raised combi-
nators commonly employed in CCG grammars. We
are also interested in developing similar grammar
induction techniques for context-dependent under-
standing problems, such as the one considered by
Zettlemoyer & Collins (2009). Such an approach
would complement ideas for using high-order unifi-
cation to model a wider range of language phenom-
ena, such as VP ellipsis (Dalrymple et al., 1991).
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What about connecting?
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A Supervised Learning Problem

Each training example: 
a sequence of sentences and logical forms
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λx.flight(x) ∧ from(x,NYC) ∧ to(x,SEA)

List ones from Newark on Friday.
λx.flight(x) ∧ from(x,NEW) ∧ to(x,SEA) ∧ day(x,FRI)

Show me the cheapest.
argmax(λx.flight(x) ∧ from(x,NEW) ∧ to(x,SEA) ∧ day(x,FRI),

λy.cost(y))
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Show me the cheapest?
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Goal:  Find a function F 

[Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2009]
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F

λx.flight(x)∧from(x,NYC) 
 ∧to(x,SEA)

λx.flight(x)∧to(x,SEA) 
  ∧ from(x,NEW)∧ day(x,FRI)

Show me the cheapest?

argmax(λx.flight(x) ∧ from(x,NEW) ∧ to(x,SEA) ∧ day(x,FRI),
λy.cost(y))

Key Challenges:

• Structured input and output (lambda calculus)

• Hidden variables (only annotate final logical forms)

Goal:  Find a function F 

[Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2009]
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Weighted linear model:
•Introduce features:  f (d )
•Compute scores for derivations:  w · f (d )
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Two computations:
• Best derivation:

• Best derivation with final logical form z :

We use a beam search algorithm.

Learning:
• Hidden variable version of the structured perceptron algorithm 

[Liang et al., 2006] [Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2007]
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Output: Parameters w.

Step 3: Update context:  Append zi,j to C

Step 1: Check Correctness
• Find best analysis:  
• If correct: L(d*) == zi,j , go to the Step 3. 
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• Find best correct analysis: 

• Update parameters: w = w + f (d′) � f (d*)

Inputs:  Training set {Ii | i =1...n} of interactions.  Each interaction 
I ={(wi,j,zi,j) | j =1...ni} is a sequence of sentences and logical forms.   Initial 
parameters w.   Number of iterations T.

Computation:  
For t =1...T, i =1...n :  (Iterate interactions)
  Set C ={} (Reset Context)
  For j =1...ni :  (Iterate training examples)

Output: Parameters w.

Step 3: Update context:  Append zi,j to C

Step 1: Check Correctness
• Find best analysis:  
• If correct: L(d*) == zi,j , go to the Step 3. 



Evaluation

• Domain:  ATIS travel database queries
• 399 training interactions (3813 sentences)

• 127 test interactions (826 sentences)

• Comparison: previous state-of-the-art [Miller et al. 1996]

• requires full annotation of all syntactic, semantic, and 
context-resolution decisions

• decision tree learning



Miller et al. [1996]

Step 1: Semantic parsing

Step 3: Optionally copy slot values from previous frames

3. The constrained space of candidate pre-discourse 
meanings Ms (received from the semantic interpretation 
model), combined with the full space of possible post- 
discourse meanings Mo, is searched for the single 
candidate that maximizes 
P( M o I H, M s)  P( M s ,T)  P(W I T ) ,  conditioned on the 

current history H. The discourse history is then updated 
and the post-discourse meaning is returned. 

We now proceed to a detailed discussion of each of these 
three stages, beginning with parsing. 

3. P a r s i n g  
Our parse representation is essentially syntactic in form, 
patterned on a simplified head-centered theory of phrase 
structure. In content, however, the parse trees are as much 
semantic as syntactic. Specifically, each parse node indicates 
both a semantic and a syntactic class (excepting a few types 
that serve purely syntactic functions). Figure 2 shows a 
sample parse of a typical ATIS sentence. The 
semantic/syntactic character of this representation offers 
several advantages: 

1. Annotation: Well-founded syntactic principles provide 
a framework for designing an organized and consistent 
annotation schema. 

2. Decoding: Semantic and syntactic constraints are 
simultaneously available during the decoding process; 
the decoder searches for parses that are both 
syntactically and semantically coherent. 

3. Semantic Interpretation: Semantic/syntactic parse trees 
are immediately useful to the semantic interpretation 

process: semantic labels identify the basic units of 
meaning, while syntactic structures help identify 
relationships between those units. 

3.1 Statistical Parsing Model 
The parsing model is a probabilistic recursive transition 
network similar to those described in (Miller et ai. 1994) and 
(Seneff 1992). The probability of a parse tree T given a word 
string Wis rewritten using Bayes role as: 

P(T) P(W I T) P(TIW)  = 
P(W) 

Since P(W) is constant for any given word string, candidate 
parses can be ranked by considering only the product P(T) 
P(W I 7"). The probability P(T) is modeled by state transition 
probabilities in the recursive transition network, and P(W I T) 
is modeled by word transition probabilities. 

* State transition probabilities have the form 
P(state n I staten_l, stateup) . For example, 

P(location/pp I arrival/vp-head, arrival/vp) is the 
probability of a location/pp following an arrival/vp- 
head within an arrival/vp constituent. 

• Word transition probabilities have the form 
P(word n I wordn_ l,tag) . For example, 

P("class" I "first", class-of-service/npr) is the probability 
of the word sequence "first class" given the tag 
class-of-service/npr. 

Each parse tree T corresponds directly with a path through 
the recursive transition network. The probability 
P(T) P(W I 1") is simply the product of each transition 

/wh-question 

// 
/ /  // 

/ / 1 / / / / ~v~P a~re 

/ I / 
/wh-head /aux /det /np-head /comp /vp-head /prep /apt 

I I I I I I I I 
When do the flights that leave from Boston 

/vp /vp 

ation 
p 

Q 
arrival location city 
/vp-head /prep /npr 

J J I 
arrive in Atlanta 

Figure 2: A sample parse tree. 
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Step 2: Select frame and fill 
slot values

probability along the path corresponding to T. 

3.2 Training the Parsing Model 
Transition probabilities are estimated directly by observing 
occurrence and transition frequencies in a training corpus of 
annotated parse trees. These estimates are then smoothed to 
overcome sparse data limitations. The semantic/syntactic 
parse labels, described above, provide a further advantage in 
terms of smoothing: for cases of undertrained probability 
estimates, the model backs off to independent syntactic and 
semantic probabilities as follows: 

Ps(semlsyn n I semlsynn_ 1 ,semlsyn up) = 

~.( semlsyn n I semlsynn_ l ,seral syn up) 

x P(semlsyn n I semlsynn_ 1 ,sem/syn up) 

+ (1 - ,].(semlsyn n I semlsynn_ ! ,semlsyn up) 

X P(sem n I semup) P(syn n I synn_l,synup) 

where Z is estimated as in (Placeway et al. 1993). Backing 
off to independent semantic and syntactic probabilities 
potentially provides more precise estimates than the usual 
strategy of backing off directly form bigram to unigram 
models. 

3.3 Searching the Parsing Model 
In order to explore the space of possible parses efficiently, 
the parsing model is searched using a decoder based on an 
adaptation of the Earley parsing algorithm (Earley 1970). 
This adaptation, related to that of (Stolcke 1995), involves 
reformulating the Earley algorithm to work with probabilistic 
recursive transition networks rather than with deterministic 
production rules. For details of the decoder, see (Miller 
1996). 

4. Semantic Interpretation 
Both pre-discourse and post-discourse meanings in our 
current system are represented using a simple frame 
representation. Figure 3 shows a sample semantic frame 
corresponding to the parse in Figure 2. 

Air-Transportation 
Show: (Arrival-Time) 
Origin: (City "Boston") 
Destination: (City "Atlanta") 

Figure 3: A sample semantic frame. 

Recall that the semantic interpreter is required to compute 
P(Ms ,T )  P ( W I T  ) .  The conditional word probability 
P(WIT)  has already been computed during the parsing 

phase and need not be recomputed. The current problem, 
then, is to compute the prior probability of meaning Ms and 
parse T occurring together. Our strategy is to embed the 
instructions for constructing Ms directly into parse T o 

resulting in an augmented tree structure. For example, the 
instructions needed to create the frame shown in Figure 3 are: 

1. Create an Air-Transportation frame. 

2. Fill the Show slot with Arrival-Time. 

3. Fill the Origin slot with (City "Boston") 

4. Fill the Destination slot with (City "Atlanta") 

These instructions are attached to the parse tree at the points 
indicated by the circled numbers (see 

Figure 2). The probability P ( M s , T  ) is then simply the 
prior probability of producing the augmented tree structure. 

4.1 Statistical Interpretation Model 
Meanings Ms are decomposed into two parts: the frame type 
FT, and the slot fillers S. The frame type is always attached 
to the topmost node in the augmented parse tree, while the 
slot filling instructions are attached to nodes lower down in 
the tree. Except for the topmost node, all parse nodes are 
required to have some slot filling operation. For nodes that 
do not directly trigger any slot fill operation, the special 
operation null is attached. The probability P(Ms, T) is then: 

P( Ms ,T)  = P( FT, S ,T )=  P( FT) P(T  I FT) P(S I FT, T) .  

Obviously, the prior probabilities P(FT) can be obtained 
directly from the training data. To compute P(T I FT), each 
of the state transitions from the previous parsing model are 
simply rescored conditioned on the frame type. The new 
state transition probabilities are: 

P(state n I staten_ t, stateup, FT) . 

To compute P(S I FT, T) , we make the independence 
assumption that slot filling operations depend only on the 
frame type, the slot operations already performed, and on the 
local parse structure around the operation. This local 
neighborhood consists of the parse node itself, its two left 
siblings, its two right siblings, and its four immediate 
ancestors. Further, the syntactic and semantic components of 
these nodes are considered independently. Under these 
assumptions, the probability of a slot fill operation is: 

P(slot n I FT, Sn_l,semn_ 2 ..... sem n ..... semn+2, 
Synn-2 ..... synn ..... Synn+2, 
semupl ..... semup4, Synupl ..... synup4 ) 

and the probability P(S I FT, T) is simply the product of all 
such slot fill operations in the augmented tree. 

4.2 Training the Semantic Interpretation 
Model 
Transition probabilities are estimated from a training corpus 
of augmented trees. Unlike probabilities in the parsing 
model, there obviously is not sufficient training data to 
estimate slot fill probabilities directly. Instead, these 
probabilities are estimated by statistical decision trees similar 
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Directly modeling P(Mo I W,/-/) is difficult because the gap 
that the model must span is large. A common approach in 
non-statistical natural language systems is to bridge this gap 
by introducing intermediate representations such as parse 
structure and pre-discourse sentence meaning. Introducing 
these intermediate levels into the statistical framework gives: 

M 0 =argmax EP(MD IW, H, Ms,T)P(Ms,TIW, H) 
MD M s,T 

where T denotes a semantic parse tree, and Ms denotes pre- 
discourse sentence meaning. This expression can be 
simplified by introducing two independence assumptions: 

1. Neither the parse tree T, nor the pre-discourse meaning 
Ms, depends on the discourse history H. 

2. The post-discourse meaning Mo does not depend on the 
words W or the parse structure T, once the pre-discourse 
meaning Ms is determined. 

Under these assumptions, 

M 0 = argmax E P ( M D  IH'Ms) P(Ms'TIW) " 
Mo M s ,T 

Next, the probability P(Ms,TIW) can be rewritten using 
Bayes rule as: 

P(M s,T I W) = 

leading to: 

P( M s ,T) P(W I M S ,T) 
P(W) 

M 0 = argmax E P(MD IH'Ms) P(Ms'T) P(WI Ms,T) 
MD Ms,r P(W) 

Now, since P(W) is constant for any given word string, the 
problem of finding meaning 34o that maximizes 

P(M S,T) P(WI M S,T) 
E P(M D IH, M s) P(W) 
M s ,T 

is equivalent to finding Mo that maximizes 

E P(M D I H, ,T) P(WI M S,T). Ms) P(Ms 
M s ,T 

M 0 = argmax EP(MD IH, M s) P(Ms,T) P(WI Ms,T). 
Mo M s ,T 

We now introduce a third independence assumption: 

3. The probability of words W does not depend on meaning 
Ms, given that parse Tis known. 

This assumption is justified because the word tags in our 
parse representation specify both semantic and syntactic class 
information. Under this assumption: 

M 0 = argmax E P ( M o  IH, M s) P(Ms,T) P(WIT) 
MD M s ,T 

Finally, we assume that most of the probability mass for each 
discourse-dependent meaning is focused on a single parse 
tree and on a single pre-discourse meaning. Under this 
(Viterbi) assumption, the summation operator can be 
replaced by the maximization operator, yielding: 

Mo = arg max( max ( P( M o l H, M s ) P( M s,T) P(W I T) ) ] 
M D ~.Ms,T 

This expression corresponds to the computation actually 
performed by our system which is shown in Figure 1. 

Processing proceeds in three stages: 

1. Word string W arrives at the parsing model. The full 
space of possible parses T is searched for n-best 
candidates according to the measure P(T)P(WIT). 
These parses, together with their probability scores, are 
passed to the semantic interpretation model. 

2. The constrained space of candidate parses T (received 
from the parsing model), combined with the full space 
of possible pre-discourse meanings Ms, is searched for 
n-best candidates according to the measure 
P(M s,T) P(W I T). These pre-discourse meanings, 

together with their associated probability scores, are 
passed to the discourse model. 

Thus, 

_ _ _  Parsing ~ lnterpretati°n I f [  Model Model j \ Model y \ 

/ / / 
P(T)P(WIT) P(Ms,T)P(WIT) P(MolMs,H)P(Ms,T)P(WIT) 

Figure 1: Overview of statistical processing. 
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Evaluation

• Domain:  ATIS travel database queries
• 399 training interactions (3813 sentences)

• 127 test interactions (826 sentences)

• Comparison: previous state-of-the-art [Miller et al. 1996]

• Metric: accuracy recovering fully correct meanings



Evaluation

• Domain:  ATIS travel database queries
• 399 training interactions (3813 sentences)

• 127 test interactions (826 sentences)

• Comparison: previous state-of-the-art [Miller et al. 1996]

• Metric: accuracy recovering fully correct meanings

• Results:
• improved accuracy: 78.4% => 83.7%
• less engineering effort: only annotated final meanings



Varying the Length of a Context Window M

Context Length Accuracy

M=0 45.4

M=1 79.8

M=2 81.0

M=3 82.1

M=4 81.6

M=10 81.4

ATIS Development Set: 



Example Learned Feature Weights

Negative weights:
• Distance features: (1,2,3,...)

Positive weights:

• Copy features: flight, from, to

• Deletion features: (from, from ),       
(nonstop, connect ), (during-day, 
time )



Summary

Solution: 

• Analysis: two-stage approach

• Learn: how to incorporate meaning from the context

Key challenges: 

• Structured input and output, hidden structure not annotated

  F

λx.flight(x)∧from(x,NYC) 
 ∧to(x,SEA)

λx.flight(x)∧to(x,SEA) 
  ∧ from(x,NEW)∧ day(x,FRI)

Show me the cheapest?

argmax(λx.flight(x) ∧ from(x,NEW) ∧ to(x,SEA) ∧ day(x,FRI),
λy.cost(y))



Bootstrapping'Seman=c'Parsers'
from'Conversa=ons

[Artzi*&*Ze9lemoyer,*EMNLP*2011]



Task'Oriented'Dialog
SYSTEM how'can'i'help'you'?

USER i'''d'like'to'go'from'richmond'to'atlan=c'city'on'june'seventh
SYSTEM leaving'richmond'on'thursday,'june'seventh'arriving'in'atlan=c'city'leaving'at'

what'=me'?
USER eight'a.'m.

SYSTEM leaving'in'the'morning'what'airline'would'you'prefer'?

USER u.'s.'air'

SYSTEM i'currently'have'you'leaving'richmond'on'thursday,'june'seventh'in'the'
morning'arriving'in'atlan=c'city'flying'on'u.'s.'air'.'is'this'correct'?

USER yes'

SYSTEM o'.'k'.'then'.'where'would'you'like'to'go'next'?

USER richmond

[conversa=on'con=nues][conversa=on'con=nues]



Dialog'and'Seman=cs

• Many!dialog!systems!use!seman)c!parsers.
• Supervised!learning!of!such!parsers!is!
expensive.

• Can!computers!learn!through!raw!
conversa)ons?



Learning'from'Conversa=ons

• Human9machine!dialogs!aim!to!achieve!a!goal.
• A!well9defined!goal!allows!the!system!to!
recover!from!failures.



System'Recovery
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'
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USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

System fails



System'Recovery
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city? System fails
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USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
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System'Recovery
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'going'to'which'city?'
USER:'' london'



System'Recovery
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'going'to'which'city?'
USER:'' london'
SYSTEM:'' arriving'in'london'england.'what'date'would'you'like'to'

depart'atlanta?



System'Recovery
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'going'to'which'city?'
USER:'' london'
SYSTEM:'' arriving'in'london'england.'what'date'would'you'like'to'

depart'atlanta?
USER:'' september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'
[conversa=on'con=nues]



Automa=cally'Annotated'Logs
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?'(OPEN_TASK)
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:'λx.from(fl,'x))
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'ATL))'going'to'which'

city?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))
USER:'' london'
[conversa=on'con=nues]



Automa=cally'Annotated'Logs
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?'(OPEN_TASK)
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:'λx.from(fl,'x))
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'ATL))'going'to'which'

city?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))
USER:'' london'
[conversa=on'con=nues]
System'u]erance



Automa=cally'Annotated'Logs
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?'(OPEN_TASK)
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:'λx.from(fl,'x))
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'ATL))'going'to'which'

city?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))
USER:'' london'
[conversa=on'con=nues]
System'u]erance

Natural'Language



Automa=cally'Annotated'Logs
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?'(OPEN_TASK)
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:'λx.from(fl,'x))
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'ATL))'going'to'which'

city?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))
USER:'' london'
[conversa=on'con=nues]
System'u]erance

Natural'Language Speech'Act



Automa=cally'Annotated'Logs
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?'(OPEN_TASK)
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:'λx.from(fl,'x))
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'ATL))'going'to'which'

city?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))
USER:'' london'
[conversa=on'con=nues]
System'u]erance

Natural'Language Speech'Act Logical'Meaning



Automa=cally'Annotated'Logs
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?'(OPEN_TASK)
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:'λx.from(fl,'x))
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'ATL))'going'to'which'

city?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))
USER:'' london'
[conversa=on'con=nues]
System'u]erance

Natural'Language Speech'Act Logical'Meaning
Conversa=onal'

Objects



Automa=cally'Annotated'Logs
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?'(OPEN_TASK)
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:'λx.from(fl,'x))
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'ATL))'going'to'which'

city?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))
USER:'' london'
[conversa=on'con=nues]
System'u]erance

Natural'Language Speech'Act Logical'Meaning
Conversa=onal'

Objects



One'Training'Example
SYSTEM:'' how'can'i'help'you?'(OPEN_TASK)
USER:'' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'england'

on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'i'would'
like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'london'in'
the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:'' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:'λx.from(fl,'x))
USER:'' atlanta'georgia'
SYSTEM:'' leaving'atlanta.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'ATL))'going'to'which'

city?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))
USER:'' london'
[conversa=on'con=nues]



Supervised'Case

i!want!to!fly!from!new!york!to!los!angeles



Loss'Signal'Instead'of'Labels

i!want!to!fly!from!new!york!to!los!angeles



Loss'Signal'Instead'of'Labels

i!want!to!fly!from!new!york!to!los!angeles



Loss'Signal'Instead'of'Labels

i!want!to!fly!from!new!york!to!los!angeles
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Compu=ng'Conversa=on'Loss

1. Select!the!relevant!subset!of!system!
uNerances

2. Align!the!logical!expression!to!content!from!
selected!system!uNerances

3. Score!the!alignment



Conversa=on'Loss
SYSTEM: how'can'i'help'you'(OPEN_TASK)

USER: i'want'to'fly'from'new'york'to'los'
angeles

SYSTEM: from'new'york.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'
NYC))'to'where?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))

USER: los'angeles

SYSTEM: flying'to'los'angeles.'(CONFIRM:'to(fl,'
LA))'where'do'you'want'to'go'from'los'
angeles?'?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl2,'x)⋀from(fl2,'
LA))

USER: back'to'new'york
SYSTEM: from'los'angeles'to'new'york'

(CONFIRM:'from(fl2,'LA)⋀to(fl2,'NYC))'
SYSTEM: i'have'a'direct'flight'from'new'york'to'

los'angeles'for'$480.'ok?'(OFFER:'
direct(fl)⋀from(fl,'NYC)⋀to(fl,LA)⋀cost
(fl,'480))

[conversa=on'con=nues][conversa=on'con=nues]



Segmen=ng
SYSTEM: how'can'i'help'you'(OPEN_TASK)

USER: i'want'to'fly'from'new'york'to'los'
angeles

SYSTEM: from'new'york.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'
NYC))'to'where?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))

USER: los'angeles

SYSTEM: flying'to'los'angeles.'(CONFIRM:'to(fl,'
LA))'where'do'you'want'to'go'from'los'
angeles?'?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl2,'x)⋀from(fl2,'
LA))

USER: back'to'new'york
SYSTEM: from'los'angeles'to'new'york'

(CONFIRM:'from(fl2,'LA)⋀to(fl2,'NYC))'
SYSTEM: i'have'a'direct'flight'from'new'york'to'

los'angeles'for'$480.'ok?'(OFFER:'
direct(fl)⋀from(fl,'NYC)⋀to(fl,LA)⋀cost
(fl,'480))

[conversa=on'con=nues][conversa=on'con=nues]



Extract'Proper=es

Property

(from,'fl,'NYC)

(to,'fl,'LA)

(from,'fl2,'LA)

(to,'fl2,'NYC)

SYSTEM: how'can'i'help'you'(OPEN_TASK)

USER: i'want'to'fly'from'new'york'to'los'
angeles

SYSTEM: from'new'york.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'
NYC))'to'where?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))

USER: los'angeles

SYSTEM: flying'to'los'angeles.'(CONFIRM:'to(fl,'
LA))'where'do'you'want'to'go'from'los'
angeles?'?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl2,'x)⋀from(fl2,'
LA))

USER: back'to'new'york
SYSTEM: from'los'angeles'to'new'york'

(CONFIRM:'from(fl2,'LA)⋀to(fl2,'NYC))'
SYSTEM: i'have'a'direct'flight'from'new'york'to'

los'angeles'for'$480.'ok?'(OFFER:'
direct(fl)⋀from(fl,'NYC)⋀to(fl,LA)⋀cost
(fl,'480))

[conversa=on'con=nues][conversa=on'con=nues]

Property

(from,'fl,'NYC)



Extract'Proper=es

Property Loss

(from,'fl,'NYC) ?0.5

(to,'fl,'LA) ?0.83

(from,'fl2,'LA) ?0.16

(to,'fl2,'NYC) ?0.16

SYSTEM: how'can'i'help'you'(OPEN_TASK)

USER: i'want'to'fly'from'new'york'to'los'
angeles

SYSTEM: from'new'york.'(CONFIRM:'from(fl,'
NYC))'to'where?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl,'x))

USER: los'angeles

SYSTEM: flying'to'los'angeles.'(CONFIRM:'to(fl,'
LA))'where'do'you'want'to'go'from'los'
angeles?'?'(ASK:'λx.to(fl2,'x)⋀from(fl2,'
LA))

USER: back'to'new'york
SYSTEM: from'los'angeles'to'new'york'

(CONFIRM:'from(fl2,'LA)⋀to(fl2,'NYC))'
SYSTEM: i'have'a'direct'flight'from'new'york'to'

los'angeles'for'$480.'ok?'(OFFER:'
direct(fl)⋀from(fl,'NYC)⋀to(fl,LA)⋀cost
(fl,'480))

[conversa=on'con=nues][conversa=on'con=nues]



Comparing'Two'Candidates

USER: i'want'to'fly'from'new'york'to'los'
angeles

Property Loss

(from,'fl,'NYC) ?0.5

(to,'fl,'LA) ?0.83

(from,'fl2,'LA) ?0.16

(to,'fl2,'NYC) ?0.16



Comparing'Two'Candidates

USER: i'want'to'fly'from'new'york'to'los'
angeles

Property Loss

(from,'fl,'NYC) ?0.5

(to,'fl,'LA) ?0.83

(from,'fl2,'LA) ?0.16

(to,'fl2,'NYC) ?0.16



Learning'Algorithm

• Online
• Loss9driven
• 2!steps:
– Lexical'genera=on
– Parameter'update'[Singh?Miller'and'Collins'2007]



DARPA'Communicator

• Raw!conversa)onal!logs![Walker!et!al.!2002]
• Annotated!system!uNerances

LucentLucent BBNBBN

Conversa=ons

Context'Independent'U]erances

Train Test Train Test

144 70 71 91

208 96 67 67



Results:'Evalua=on'Data
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Contribu=ons

• Learning!to!do!context9dependent!seman)c!
parsing
– Complex,'hidden'variable'problem
– Learn'distribu=on'over'deriva=ons

• Learning!from!conversa)on!logs
– Loss'driven,'requiring'no'annota=ons
– First'step'towards'autonomous,'self?improving'
dialog'systems



Current'Work:'Self?learning'dialog'systems

USER:' i'would'like'to'fly'from'atlanta'georgia'to'london'
england'on'september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'I'
would'like'to'return'on'october'first'depar=ng'from'
london'in'the'late'morning'

SYSTEM:' leaving'what'city?'(ASK:λx.from(fl,?x))?

USER:' atlanta'georgia.'
SYSTEM:' leaving'atlanta.'(CONF:from(fl,ATL))?going'to'which'

city'?'(ASK:λx.to(fl,?x))?
USER' london
SYSTEM:' arriving'in'(CONF:to(fl,?LON))?what'date'would'to'

depart'Atlanta?'(ASK:λx.from(fl,?ATL)?∧?departE?date(fl,?x))

USER' september'twenty'fourth'in'the'early'evening'
[conversa=on'con=nues]

Goal:'learn'full'dialog'seman=c'parser'the'produces'
context?dependent'analyses



Current'Work:'Mapping'Speech'to'Logical'From

Uh, flights New York to Singapore, sure

ACCEPT: λx.flight(x) ∧ from(x,NYC) ∧ to(x,SIN)



Current'Work:'Leaning'Grounded'Language

Challenge:'Learn'to'sportscast,'given'only'
text'and'the'game'log

Purple10 is rushing down the 
field with only three 
defenders

Purple10 passes out front to 
Purple9 near the side

Purple9 passes back to Purple10 
in the middle

Purple10 again has a good chance 
to score a goal here

Purple10 dribbles toward the goal
Pink3 tries to stay in front of 

Purple10
Purple10 passes to Purple9 on the 

side while getting open
....



A'Joint'Model'for'Naming'Objects

λx.¬color(x,blue)

These'are'the'ones'
that'are'not'blue

Blue

…

Green

…

Round

…

Broccoli

...

Seman=c'Parsing

A]ribute'Classifica=on

Grounded'
Query



Conversa=onal'interac=on'in'
simulated'environments:

• Can'gather'user'input:?Which?
printer?do?you?want?to?use?

•?Can'help'with'learning:'Can?you?
show?me?how?to?X?

Future:'General'language'use'in'grounded'setngs

Learning'through'explana=on'in'robo=c'
environments:

Can'we'teach'the'robot'to'play?
•'This?is?a?pawn.
•'Pawns?can?move?forward?one?square?at?a?
Qme.

•?unless?it?is?the?first?move,?then?they?can?...



Learning About and From Context in 
Semantic Parsing

special thanks to 
Yoav Artzi, Tom Kwiatkowski, Sharon Goldwater, Mark 

Steedman, Adrienne Wang, Mark Yatskar

for more info:
http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/lsz/


